
2013-07-14 Meeting Memo  
Time：2013-07-14 Sunday 

Location：Gui Huashan Building 
Recorder：Kaiyuan Ni 

Arrangement for the lecture 
Person in charge： Kaiyuan Ni 
Speakers：Fan Wu, Yijuan Zhang, Yuezhen Chen and Kaiyuan Ni 
Hostess：Stella Guo 
The video is almost done and gifts are under prepared. There’re still lots of problems in our PPT 
so we have to practice again and again. 
Because we can’t borrow Ziqing Building so we have to find another site to hold our campus fair. 
Lu Jiaxi Building and Gui Huashan Building are both under considered. If we can use Lu Jiaxi 
Building then we don’t have to move enough desks and chairs while if not, we have to. What’s 
more ,we need five computers. 

Bio Kill is done and now we have to make 10 copies. 
Posters are designed by Yumin and documents are written by Han Cheng 
We need to run a simulation of Campus Fair after the lecture 
At present we still can’t finish the design of our T-shirt so we can wear T-shirt in the same color 
with uniform badge. 
We HAVE TO focus our full attention on HP, 
Zhaopeng Cheng and Xiyu Wu  
Five mates including Fan Wu, Han Cheng , Jianxing Huang , Kaiyuan Ni and Yuezhen Chen 
should bring your PC for the Foldit game.  

 
Experimental Group：We have three plasmids including pSBIC3，pSB3T5 and pSB4K5. In 
addition we need another three control . By the way when registering we should change 
backbone of our biobricks into pSBIC3. After construction we need to do some characterization. 

 
Stella Guo has talked with a graduate researching in microfluidic and he’ll help us. 
 
We need to find a better way for plasmidtransfection. Maybe we’ll try electroporation. What’s 
more, transforming three plasmids one by one or all together is also need trying. 

It seems that we make a powerful prime because we can use it transform all these three plasmids. 
We can use PCR to help our experiment speed up. 

 
Fundraising : 
We asked sponsorship for stores on Zhongshan Street and one of them want to help us. 


